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Comments: I am disturbed by the rampant and hurried effort to tragically gather thousands of horses across the

west, and not even considering to remove any livestock that are the true reason for the devastating effects on the

grasslands across the nation as reported by PEER and easily shown in your own reports if you would read them. 

 

You are using outdated info from 2013... this can't give an accurate assessment!

 

Also, your entire BLM website has been down for at least six days in OCT during this 30 day comment period

due BLMs attempt at hiding access info during the massive helicopter roundups taking place currently in NV, and

WY...keeping the public from contact ability and overall oversight. 

 

These 'federally' wild horses and burros are supposed to be getting protection from you... but instead they are

getting harrassed, tortured, killed, families torn apart... similar the the holocaust only this is occurring on wild

animals #wildhorseholocaust . As a citizen of this 'supposed great' nation... I am angry, saddened, and ashamed

that you have such disrespect for the laws of this country. 

 

You have sold us all out for the cattle association's power and relentless greed. The evidence is there, only you

close your eyes, scapegoat and put blame on the horses and burros alone.  Get the millions of cattle from private

welfare ranchers off of our land, and it will heal in time. Leave our lands to the wild ones and stop destruction of

everything that is beautiful so that a few can get rich by polluting, destroying, destruction of our lands!

 

These actions cannot be undone. The future of our nations is under attack, and you are letting it happen for the

meat industry. The generations to follow will have nothing left but to read about a 'once beautiful land, with a

healthy ecosystem,  filled with abundances of creatures and beauty.


